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What is the oldest example of a 
designed user experience?



 

 



Chauvet Cave
Werner Herzog’s documentary:
The Cave of Forgotten Dreams.

The film invites us on a journey into the depths 
of France’s famed Chauvet Cave - the oldest 
human-created cave art in known existence – in 
pristine condition from over 30,000 years ago.



The drawings almost appear to be moving as they 
strategically follow the indents and bulges of the 
cave’s inner walls



 

 





Evidence of Interaction Design

The Paleolithic artists designed an experience:
using light and shadow, the variety of cavernous 
chambers and interactions welcoming visitors into 
their stories that encouraged artistic collaboration 
thousands of years apart.



But first, a little bit about me

What happens when you mix
an architect with a jazz musician? 



1. An Introduction to Interaction Design
and why it’s important for publishing

2. Interaction Design Process & Methods
Case Study 1: CBC Radio 3

3. Exercise 1: Mental Model

4. Interaction Design Principles

Case Study 2: Time Magazine
Case Study 3: Ideo's Future of the Book
Case Study 4: Flipboard



what is interaction design?

Interaction Design (IxD) is the 
discipline of defining the behaviour 
of products and systems that a user 
can interact with.



Interaction Design explores
context & deals with its complexity

Our attitude changes from
“product-as-object” towards the 
notion of “product-as-event”

The dynamic and interactive 
qualities of products and services 
need to be better understood in the 
context of human behaviour.





Why should 
publishers care?



Since 2010 when the iPad was launched: 
The average reader is more aware and ready for 
interaction.

Many publishers still produce a PDF replica of 
print, because it is easier and cheaper to produce. 

We need to work out what our users will need in 
the future rather than just chasing what they say 
they want right now.





Interaction Design Process

 













Case Study:

CBC Radio 3







a quick workshop:

Mental Model of Readers



Understanding

Context &
Behaviour



We read
as a ritual



We want publications
while we're on the go



Reading when we can... 



We read
where we can



Sometimes
we like to read alone



or we read socially 



To create the
best reading experience
we must understand

how people read
Here are some behaviours
we should consider...



We scan
& browse



we're drawn
to imagery



we jump from publication to publication



& cross-referencing



we take notes



we highlight



and we bookmark



Interaction Design 
Principles

a. Design Values:
b. Conceptual Principles:
c. Behavioural Principles:
d. Interface-level Principles:



a. Design Values

Ethical: do no harm, and improves 
conditions & situations

Purposeful: help people accomplish 
goals, making it appropriate for the user's 
context

Pragmatic: achieve business goals and 
fits within constraints

Elegant: provide the simplest complete 
solution, one that engages the emotions 
appropriately



b. Conceptual Principles:

How do we address the needs of 
both beginning users and expert 
users with a single, coherent 
interface?



b. Conceptual
     Principles:

Beginners ask:
What does the program do?
How do I print?
Where am I?
Where do I start?

Intermediates ask:
I forgot how to import
What is the command for x?
Oops, can I undo?
What is this control for?
Remind me what this does?

Experts ask:
How do I automate this?
What the the shortcuts for this?
Can I customize that?
What is dangerous?



Most people are neither beginners 
nor experts, they are intermediates.

Optimize for intermediates

Encourage users to skip 
beginner phase

b. Conceptual
     Principles:



c. Behavioural Principles:

Optimize the experience by clarifying 
information and minimizing work in 
the following areas:
Cognitive Work
Memory Work
Visual Work
Physical Work



d. Interface-level 
Principles:

Don't think of your product as part of a computer
Integrate your hardware and software design
Let context drive the design
Use modes judiciously, if at all
Limit the scope
Balance navigation with display density
Customize for your platform



Case Study:

Time Magazine



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VFb1DXoCbiY


Lost in Translation

Many high-profile magazines are built using 
Adobe’s Digitial Publishing Suite, which takes 
InDesign layouts as PDFs and wraps them up as an 
App, providing a standardized swiping navigation.



Page-turning digital editions 
systems leave something to be 

desired in terms of UX



Part of the problem for publishers lies in the 
software used to create a digital magazine; Adobe 
DPS and many other publishing tools make products 
that are not inherently searchable or shareable. 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISxgVmRnFq8


Publications are Social
How are we encouraging that?



Case Study:

Flipboard: a hybrid approach







http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2vpvEDS00o


Best Practices
• base designs on user scenarios

• interfaces should anticipate user behaviour

• guide but do not dictate user experience

• navigation should indicate where the user is

• progress from simple to complex

• prevent users from making errors (ex. electrical sockets)

• provide affordances for interactive elements

• focus should be on content, not format or navigation

• don’t make users wait, wondering

• give the user control over the pace of the interaction

• let the user decide their needs, accommodate those needs



Questions for Publishers:
What opportunities does digital media provide for 
your publication?
 
How can I use web technology to achieve that?

How can manage digital and print simultaneously?
 
How a digital book support or accompany a print 
book rather than replicate?



Thank you
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